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Sample Images

Abstract

Dataset details

Collect views. Location of collection points during the WorldView-2 satellite pass over Atlanta, GA USA.
Dataset statistics. A
comparison of SpaceNet
MVOI dataset statistics
to similar overhead
imagery and natural
scene photograph
datasets. *: Google Earth
imagery is a mosaic that
ranges from 15 cm to 12
m resolution.
Label statistics.
Distribution of (A)
building footprint areas
and (B) number of
objects per 450m×450m
geographic tile in the
dataset.
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Benchmark results cont.

Look angle (Direction)

Industrial & Other

7° (North)

53° (North)

30° (North)

Footprint offset & occlusion

32° (South)

Model performance by angle. Above: Performance (F1 score) of the
TernausNet model when trained on one angle bin (columns), and then tested
on each of the three bins (rows). The model trained on NADIR performs
worse on unseen OFF and VOFF views compared to models trained directly on
imagery from those views. Below: Angle-by-angle breakdown of model
performance, stratified by training angle set.

Shadows

Challenges with off-nadir satellite image analysis. Left: Off-nadir images present a distorted
view of objects, with lower-to-the-ground features occluded by tall structures. Building footprints
are often offset from the structure itself. Right: Sunlight reflection and shadows differ based on
when images are collected and what direction the satellite camera faces.

YOLT Building Bounding Boxes

Mask R-CNN Building Bounding Boxes

TernausNet Building Footprint Detection

Mask R-CNN Building Footprint detection

Benchmark results

A
Suburban, Rural, & Undeveloped

To address this problem, we present an open source MultiView Overhead Imagery dataset, termed
SpaceNet MVOI, with 27 unique looks from a broad range of viewing angles (−32.5° to 54.0°). Each of
these images cover the same 665 km2 geographic extent and are annotated with 126,747 building
footprint labels, enabling direct assessment of the impact of viewpoint perturbation on model
performance. We benchmark multiple leading segmentation and object detection models on: (1)
building detection, (2) generalization to unseen viewing angles and resolutions, and (3) sensitivity of
building footprint extraction to changes in resolution. We find that state of the art segmentation and
object detection models struggle to identify buildings in off-nadir imagery and generalize poorly to
unseen views, presenting an important benchmark to explore the broadly relevant challenge of
detecting small, heterogeneous target objects in visually dynamic contexts.

Unique challenges

Look angle (Direction)
7° (North) 32° (South) 34° (North) 53° (North)

B

Overall task difficulty.
A. As a measure of overall task difficulty, the performance (F1
score) is assessed for the baseline models trained on all angles,
and tested on the three different viewing angle bins: nadir (NADIR), offnadir (OFF), and very off-nadir
(VOFF). Avg. is the linear mean of the three bins. Seg, segmentation; Det, object detection.
B. Angle-by-angle performance of each model described in A. Dashed lines deone break points between the
NADIR, OFF, and VOFF bins.
C. Sample outputs from the top-performing models. Cyan footprints denote ground truth.

C
7°
(North)

Urban

Detection and segmentation of objects in overheard imagery is a challenging task. The variable
density, random orientation, small size, and instance-to-instance heterogeneity of objects in overhead
imagery calls for approaches distinct from existing models designed for natural scene datasets.
Though new overhead imagery datasets are being developed, they almost universally comprise a
single view taken from directly overhead (“at nadir”), failing to address a critical variable: look angle.
By contrast, views vary in real-world overhead imagery, particularly in dynamic scenarios such as
natural disasters where first looks are often over 40° off-nadir. This represents an important
challenge to computer vision methods, as changing view angle adds distortions, alters resolution, and
changes lighting. At present, the impact of these perturbations for algorithmic detection and
segmentation of objects is untested.
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29°
(South)

53°
(North)

Model predictions

(None)

TernausNet Mask R-CNN
footprints
boxes

YOLT
boxes

Generalization scores. To
measure segmentation
model performance on
unseen views, we compute a
generalization score G (top),
which quantifies
performance on unseen
views normalized by task
difficulty. Each column
corresponds to a model
trained on one angle bin.
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